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ABSTRACT 

Micro and nanoelectromechanical systems M/NEMS have been extensively investigated and exploited in the past few 

decades for various applications and for probing fundamental physical phenomena. Understanding the linear and 

nonlinear dynamical behaviors of the movable structures in these systems is crucial for their successful implementation 

in various novel technologies and to meet the long list of new sophisticated requirements. This paper presents a review 

for some of the recent topics pertaining to the dynamical behaviors, linear and nonlinear, of M/NEMS resonating 

structures. First, an overview is presented of the various used dynamical approaches to enhance the sensitivity of 

resonators for sensing applications. Then a summary is presented of the recent works on the linear and nonlinear mode 

coupling in M/NEMS resonator. Next, recent research is reviewed on coupled M/NEMS resonators, mechanically and 

electrically, leading to collective behaviors like mode localization. The final part of the paper discusses analytical 

approaches that have been developed to better understand and investigate the dynamical behavior of M/NEMS 

resonators focusing on the perturbation method the multiple time scales.            

 

1. Introduction 

Micro and nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS) have increasingly attracted considerable interest due 

to their small size, batch-fabrication, high reliability, and low power consumption. Therefore, M/NEMS were 

proposed in the past few decades for numerous potential applications including gas/mass sensing [1-3], filters [4-7] , 

memory devices [8-10], logic devices [11-13], and gyroscopes [14, 15].  

To further exploit M/NEMS into various applications and to meet the ever increasing performance requirements, it is 

essential to understand the mechanical and dynamical behavior of the moveable structures of these devices; 

particularly those that are operated near their resonance frequencies (resonators). These resonators can have simple 

geometry, such as clamped-clamped bridged, cantilevers, and plates, or can be of more complex shapes. They can be 
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driven into the linear or nonlinear regimes using different actuation mechanisms, such as electrothermal, piezoelectric, 

electrostatic, electromagnetic, and optical. In sensing applications, their dynamics are monitored by the change in 

frequency or amplitude resulted from the alteration of one or more control parameter(s), such as mass, applied force, 

viscous damping, surrounding gas/pressure, and temperature. M/NEMS resonators can be based on single (uncoupled) 

or coupled (mechanically or electrically) structures. Coupling can also occur with the various vibration modes of a 

single structure through phenomena, such as veering and internal (auto parametric) resonances. These structures can 

be excited at primary resonance, secondary resonances, at the fundamental mode, higher order modes, using a single 

harmonic source or multi-harmonic sources. Consequently, M/NEMS resonators can have rich and complex dynamics, 

which are not yet fully understood or exploited.  

Recently, there have been considerable theoretical and experimental works that investigate the linear and nonlinear 

dynamics of M/NEMS and their exploitation for various applications; many of which were surveyed in [16-25]. 

M/NEMS have enabled in-depth studies of various fundamental phenomena thanks to the capability to precisely 

control different physical parameters, such as the boundary conditions, stiffness, damping, and geometry. Chaos [26], 

Hopf bifurcations [27], synchronization [28-30], internal resonances [31-33], and veering [34-36] are examples of 

physical phenomena that were extensively investigated at the micro and nano scale. Also, significant research has 

been conducted recently on nonlinear mechanics of microsystems, such as dynamic integrity of electrostatic MEMS 

[37-39] and AFM  [40, 41], control of MEMS [42-44], reduced-order modeling and gyroscopes [45-47]. 

This work aims to present an in-depth review of selected recent topics related to the dynamics of M/NEMS resonators. 

The first part will focus on reviewing several types of dynamical approaches used to enhance the sensitivity of 

M/NEMS resonators for sensing applications; mainly higher order modes activation, bifurcation instabilities, and 

multimode excitation. The second part will focus on the linear and nonlinear modal coupling in M/NEMS and their 

exploitation in several potential applications, such as filters, synchronization, and frequency stabilization. The third 

part will review the M/NEMS coupled structures, mechanically and electrically, and focus on the mode localization 

phenomenon. The last part of this work will survey models based on the perturbation method, multiple scales 

technique, and discuss models to study the secondary resonances and nonlinear mode coupling (internal resonance) in 

M/NEMS structures.         
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2. Dynamic Approaches to Enhance Sensitivity of Resonators  

 

MEMS and NEMS resonators have been exploited for detecting ultra-minute particles in wide range of applications 

including antibiotic detections [48] , vaccinia virus characterization [49], Xenon atom detection [50], and single cell 

imaging [51]. Also, they are used for selectively detecting ultra-low concentrations of particular gases, such as volatile 

organic compounds [52, 53], nitro-toluene vapors, which is an example of explosive-related molecule [54], and carbon 

dioxide [55]. Selectivity towards specific pathogen or gas can be achieved by functionalizing the resonator surface 

with materials that have affinity toward specific molecules [56-58]. MEMS and NEMS resonators have been recently 

surveyed in several review papers that discuss some aspects of their performance, actuation and detection techniques, 

and potential applications [21, 22, 58-61]. Here we summarize several dynamic-based approaches to enhance the 

performance and functionality of resonators for sensing applications. These techniques provide methods to improve 

sensitivity and offer potential solutions to perform smart functionalities without the need for complex devices and 

circuits.  

The operating principle of resonator-based mass sensors is based on monitoring the frequency shift (∆f ) in the 

resonance frequency (f) due to the molecules adsorption (∆meff) on the resonator surface [62], Fig. 1. The responsivity 

of resonator is defined as  
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Fig. 1. The principle of operation of the frequency-shift-based resonant mass sensor. 
 
 

Improving the resonator sensitivity has been the subject of intensive research in the last decade [63-68]. To achieve 

high sensitivity, most of the works have been toward shrinking the resonator size, for example from the micro to the 

nanoscale, which increases the resonator frequency and decreases the device mass. This leads to highly responsive 

mass sensor as can be inferred from Eq. (1). By utilizing different resonators geometries and materials, mass sensors 

with wide range of sensitivities have been reported at the nanogram (1 ng = 10-9 g) [69], picogram (1 pg = 10-12 g) 

[70], femtogram (1 fg = 10-15 g) [71, 72], attogram (1 ag = 10-18 g) [73],  zeptogram (1 zg = 10-21 g) [74], and yoctogram 

(1 yg = 10-24 g)[50]. However, shrinking the size increases the time required to perform mass spectrometry analysis 

due to the small surface area of the device [75] and reduces the surface area available for functionalization [67]. Also, 

nanoresonators require complex measurement techniques and controlled testing conditions to detect the vibration 

motion, which hinder the practicality of these sensors. Lochon et al. [67] compared between shrinking the resonator 

size and the higher order mode excitation in improving the resonator sensitivity. They experimentally proved that 

using the higher order vibration modes and shrinking size when operating at the fundamental mode have the same 

effect on sensitivity improvement. Hence, using the higher order modes preserves the surface area available for coating 

and improves the functionalization reproducibility.  Also, utilizing the higher order modes increases the quality factor, 

thereby leading to a high signal-to-noise ratio, which is essential for ultra-sensitive sensors [66, 76]. However, exciting 

the higher order modes is challenging and requires large actuation force that may not be available using conventional 

power generators. Several researchers proposed different techniques to enhance the excitation of higher order modes 

using low voltages. Jin et al. [66] proposed and developed an electromagnetic excitation method that can efficiently 
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excite the second mode of vibration. The method is based on applying the force at the maximum deflection points of 

the second mode shape. They showed six times improvement in the sensor responsivity.  

In electrostatically actuated resonators, different electrode configurations have been proposed to enhance the 

excitation of the higher order modes, at which the electrodes are designed to match the shape of the excited mode. 

Using this technique, Okada et al. [77] increased the amplitude of the third mode to be comparable to the first mode 

using the same power level. Similarly, Kuroda et al. [78] improved the excitation of the first five bending modes of a 

fishbone-shaped clamped-clamped microbeam with a high rejection ratio. Jaber et al. [79] experimentally and 

analytically studied the effect of the lower electrode design on the excitation of higher order modes of clamped-

clamped microbeams as compared to the first mode, Fig. 2a. They demonstrated effective excitation of the second 

mode using a half electrode configuration, Fig. 2b. Also, by using a two-third lower electrode configuration, Fig. 2c, 

they reduced the voltage required to activate the third mode to one third compared with the full electrode configuration. 

Lakshmanan and Mutharasan [80] studied the effect of the resonator dimensions on the higher order modes excitation. 

They showed that higher order modes have strong dependence on the width of the microbeam where reducing the 

width amplifies the amplitude of vibration. 

 

Fig. 2. Clamped-clamped mode shapes with different lower electrode configurations. (a) Full electrode. (b) Half electrode. (c) Two-
third electrode. 

 

Another approach to improve the sensitivity is by exploiting the pull-in instabilities of electrostatically actuated 

resonators. The pull-in instability was first reported in 1967 [81]. Since then several studies have been focused on 

understanding this phenomenon using different analytical approaches and finite element methods [59, 82-85]. Pull-in 
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can be triggered when the electrostatic force acting on the movable electrode overcomes its restoring elastic force 

resulting into its collapse on the stationary electrode. The pull-in can be classified into static pull-in due to the large 

DC bias, and dynamic pull-in, which can be activated when the microbeam is dynamically actuated near the resonance 

frequency [84]. The collapse of the movable electrode into the stationary one is commonly considered undesirable 

and might lead to the damage of the MEMS structure, and hence needs to be controlled and predicted [59, 84-87]. 

Conversely, several devices have employed this phenomenon in different applications, such as earthquake detection 

[88], demonstrating ultra-sensitive accelerometer [89], extracting the mechanical properties of MEMS structures [79], 

and also in enhancing the sensitivity of mass and gas sensors [90-93]. Khater et al. [90] demonstrated a low-

concentration ethanol sensor by operating a microcantilever near the static pull-in instability. They experimentally 

detected 5 ppm of ethanol vapor. Jaber et al. [91] utilized the dynamic pull-in instability, generated from sweeping 

large AC harmonic excitation around resonance, to demonstrate a smart sensor that can measure the gas concentration 

and autonomously perform switching without the need of microcontrollers and complex circuits. As shown in Fig. 3, 

the idea is based on operating the resonator at a fixed frequency near the dynamic pull-in frequency band (where a 

resonator cannot sustain stable oscillation). As the gas is adsorbed on the resonator surface, the total mass of the sensor 

increases, which shifts the frequency response curve to the left. Once the amount of adsorbed mass exceeds a threshold 

value, the operating frequency falls inside the pull-in band, which causes the upper electrode to collapse into the lower 

electrode. By designing an appropriate read-out circuit, this can be utilized to activate an action, for example an alarm. 

Since higher order modes are utilized to enhance the sensitivity of resonator-based mass sensors, actuating the 

resonator near the pull-in band of the higher order mode should lead to more sensitive sensors. However, realizing a 

pull-in band near the higher modes requires large actuation voltages that might not be available using conventional 

power generators [79]. Jaber et al. [94] combined the pull-in instability near the first mode, which needs relatively 

low voltages to be activated,  and the high sensitivity near the third mode to demonstrate an ultra-sensitive smart 

switch.  
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Fig. 3. The operating principle of a smart sensor based on the dynamic pull-in instability. The vertical arrow shows the operating 

frequency, which is initially outside the pull-in band (blue curve). The difference between the operating frequency and the pull-in 

band defines the threshold value. Once the amount of mass exceeds the threshold value, the operating point falls inside the pull-in 

band (red curve) and the upper electrode collapses into the lower electrode, which can be employed to activate an alarm. 

 

Detecting bifurcation points has been explored to enhance the sensitivity of resonators for gas and mass sensing 

applications [85, 91, 92, 95-97]. The main principle is based on exploiting the sudden jump in amplitude by operating 

the resonator near the bifurcation points. As shown in Fig. 4, operating the resonator at point A’ amplifies the sensor 

sensitivity to a physical stimuli change at which there is continuous increase in amplitude as the response shifts from 

A’ to the bifurcation point A leading then to a sudden amplitude jump, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 [97]. Nguyen et 

al. [95] proposed a sensing technique based on the bifurcation and multistability in a hysteretic frequency response of 

an electrostatically actuated MEMS resonator. Analytically they demonstrated the possibility of detecting very small 

mass by tracking the sudden jump in amplitude near the bifurcation point. In [98, 99], a two order of magnitude 

sensitivity improvement is demonstrated by utilizing the sudden jump in amplitude due to the activation of parametric 

resonance in comparison to the simple harmonic resonance. Younis and Alsaleem [100] exploited different 

bifurcations and the dynamic pull-in band near primary and secondary resonances to demonstrate new concepts for 

mass sensing using MEMS resonators. They experimentally demonstrated that the sudden jump in the amplitude near 

the subharmonic resonance produces the most promising results. Kumar et al. [85] demonstrated analytically and 

experimentally a mass sensor based on the amplitude jump near cyclic-fold bifurcations. Cho et al. [64] exploited the 
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cubic nonlinearity of a carbon nanotube resonator to increase the resonance frequency up to three times the linear 

natural frequency reaching femtogram sensitivity. However, the use of nonlinear instabilities for sensing rely on the 

robustness of the operating point. As the operating point approaches the bifurcation point, the basin of attraction gets 

eroded, which may lead to noise induced jumps or switching and reduce the reliability of the sensor readings. Hence, 

the stability of the operating point needs to be ensured to avoid erroneous measurements, which can be studied by 

conducting global dynamic analysis [37-39].  

 

Fig. 4. The operating principle of the bifurcation-based sensor at which point A and B lie on the saddle-node bifurcations. As the 

frequency response shifts due to the physical stimuli change, the amplitude experiences a rapid jump that can be easily measured, 

which allows the detection of ultra-small masses. Inset: shows the rapid change in amplitude as the operating points move across 

the bifurcation point. Reprinted with permission from [97]. 

 

Recently, simultaneously monitoring the frequency shift of multiple modes of vibration has gained significant 

attention for wide range of applications, such as sensing [63, 66-68, 80, 101-103], signal filtering [35], and Atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) [104-106]. Analytically and experimentally, Dohn et al. [65] proved the ability to extract 

the position and mass of a gold particle on the surface of a microcantilever resonator by measuring the frequency shift 

of the first four modes while changing the location of the gold particle. The results were in good agreement with the 

visual inspection of the gold particle position. Using a perturbation analysis, Bouchalaa et al. [107] developed a closed 

form formula to determine the position and the mass of a particle adsorbed on a clamped-clamped microbeam surface. 

The analytical results were in good agreement with the experimental measurements. By tracking two modes of 
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vibration, Hanay et al. [3] demonstrated the possibility of realizing the position of adsorbed antibodies on the resonator 

surface in real time. As shown in Fig. 5, by tracking the frequency shift of the first four modes of vibration of a 

microcantilever, Olcum et al. [68] monitored the position, velocity and mass of nanoparticles flowing inside a 

microchannel.  Figure 5b shows the effect of the particle position on the resonant frequency of the first four modes of 

vibration. Figure 5c shows the measured frequency due to two nanoparticles of radius 150-nm and 100-nm flowing 

inside the microchannel, which clearly shows the effect of the particle mass and position on the measured frequency 

shift of the first four modes. The 100-nm one induces a smaller frequency shift due to the lower mass compared with 

the 150-nm particle. Also, it demonstrates that as the particle passes the microcantilever tip, the measured frequency 

shift is maximum, whereas when it crosses the nodal points the frequency shift is zero. Also, they developed a platform 

that can record the fast transient signal, which enabled the tracking of multiple nanoparticles flowing simultaneously. 

This result is important in analyzing the mass distribution of analytes inside a flowing solution. By employing the 

multimode of a micromechanical bulk resonator, the phase transition of polyethylene Glycol from solid to liquid is 

qualitatively analyzed, and the results were verified optically. By monitoring the frequency shift in the first and second 

modes of vibration, Jaber et al. [1] demonstrated a smart sensor that can simultaneously measure the environmental 

temperature and humidity using a single MEMS resonator, which reduces the overall sensor footprint, the power 

consumption, and the fabrication cost. Younis [108] studied the dynamics of a clamped-clamped microbeam 

simultaneously actuated near the first and third modes of vibration. The complex dynamics of the system has been 

highlighted through phase diagrams, Poincare-sections, bifurcation diagrams, and FFTs showing the quasi-periodic 

bifurcation route to chaos. The multimodal excitation and detection of an AFM cantilever has been used to generate 

information about the surface topography and properties of materials. In this technique, each mode acts as a different 

channel of information sensitive to specific material characteristic (topography, external forces, damping, and Young's 

modulus). The multimodal feedback modulation is operated in different feedback configurations, either frequency 

feedback modulation, amplitude feedback modulation, or both [109]. Analytically, Chawla et al. [104] compared 

between the different configurations in extracting the sample characteristics. They concluded that the constant 

amplitude phase locked loop explores a wide range of interactions [104]. By simultaneously exciting and detecting 

the first two eigenmodes of an AFM cantilever, the intermolecular structure of antibodies is identified in [110] without 

destroying the noncovalent bonds. Rodrigues et al. [111] excited the first and second mode of the AFM cantilever to 

extract the image of the sample and the compositional change. 
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Fig. 5. Measuring the mass and position of particles flowing inside a microchannel. (a) Schematic of the microcantilever with the 

embedded microchannel showing the nanoparticle. (b) The first four modes of vibration and the corresponding frequency shift at 

different points along the microcantilever length. (c) The measured frequency shift near the first four modes of vibration as two 

150-nm particles and one 100-nm particle flowing inside the microchannel. Reprinted with permission from [68].  

 

As can be inferred from this section, several dynamical concepts have been investigated to improve the sensitivity of 

resonator-based sensors and to utilize a single device to measure multiple physical parameters. Although the reported 

findings are promising, the practical implementation is still facing several challenges and requires extensive research. 

Monitoring the change in the bifurcation point is challenging requiring complex control systems to suppress the noise 

effect and to measure the changes in the physical stimuli. Also, the simultaneous excitation and detection of multiple 

modes need complex read-out circuits to accurately record the change at each mode of vibration. Such challenges call 

for further research dedicated to the exploitation of exciting dynamical phenomena for resonant sensing.  

3. Linear and Nonlinear Modal Coupling 

 

In the past two decades, mode coupling among the various vibration modes has been increasingly investigated in 

micro and nanostructures. This was motivated to achieve better understanding of complex fundamental dynamical 
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phenomena or for developing new applications. The coupling of those modes can be either mechanically [26, 112-

115] or electrically [28, 30, 116]. Also, they can be coupled linearly or nonlinearly among the structure itself [35, 117-

120], for instance through internal resonances [32, 121, 122].  

Several groups [32, 123-128] have developed mathematical models to explain and explore the energy transfer among 

vibration modes using lumped-mass parameter systems or distributed parameter models using for instance the Euler-

Bernoulli beam equation [32, 123]. For example, Zanette [125-127] performed in-depth theoretical analysis on the 

modal coupling and energy transfer among vibration modes of micro and nanomechanical systems.   

Motivated by the theoretical analysis of the mode coupling of M/NEMS, several groups demonstrated and explored 

experimentally the modal coupling of mechanical structures and proposed them for potential applications. They 

explained the energy dissipation and nonlinearity control of different modes using the modal coupling between 

different modes [26, 27, 29, 30, 112-116, 119, 124, 129-139].  One of the earliest works on NEMS resonators was the 

work of Karabalin et al. [26] who demonstrated a complex nonlinear dynamic behavior based on two elastically 

coupled NEMS resonators, Figs. 6a. The two coupled resonators were driven independently. Period doubling 

transition, as well as chaotic behaviors, were demonstrated. Mahboob et al. [27] showed that the simultaneous 

activation of hybrid modes in a coupled microresonator can lead to the reduction or elimination of nonlinear 

dissipation, Figs. 6b. The authors demonstrated that as passing through Hopf bifurcation, period doubling, and multi-

stable response, the system undergoes a self-sustained oscillation that could be useful for different novel applications.  

Modal coupling was also used to detect higher order modes as driving a bridge resonator around its fundamental 

frequency. Westra et al. [134] investigated experimentally and theoretically the modal coupling between different 

flexural modes of a clamped-clamped microbeam to be used as a self-detector of the amplitude for other modes, Fig. 

6c. The authors proposed a technique to measure the stored energy in a specific resonant mode. The same group [140, 

141] demonstrated that the strong coupling between the flexural modes of a clamped-clamped microbeam enables the 

measurement of the frequency response of the targeted mode via amplitude-phase modulation. The fundamental mode 

was used as a mechanical detector for the weakly driven resonator.  
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(a) 

 

 (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.6: (a) Modal interaction in two coupled nanomechanical resonators [26]. The figure displays the first mode frequency shift of 

the coupled nanomechanical resonator that is shown to be dependent on the vibration amplitude of the second mode. The left-hand 

side of the figure shows the frequency response of fundamental mode for stronger driving of the first mode. (b) Hopf bifurcation 

of a coupled microresonator [27]. The coupled electromechanical system consists of a nanomechanical resonator fixed into the 

clamping point of a micromechanical resonator. The microresonator frequency response shows the Hopf instability. (c) The modal 
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interaction of a clamped-clamped microbeam [140] showing the detection of the higher order mode using the resonance frequency 

shift around the fundamental frequency. Reprinted with permissions from [26, 27, 140].   

 

In addition to silicon-based structures, modal coupling was also studied in 2D circular graphene membranes [142, 

143] and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [144-146]. Further, modal coupling was demonstrated in systems with highly 

tunable stiffness [34, 35], in which the natural frequencies are adjusted to certain ratios leading to strong coupling 

among different modes of vibration. This coupling can be linear, via the veering phenomenon for example, or 

nonlinear via internal (autoparametric) resonance.  

The veering phenomenon has long attracted several researchers in the classical structural dynamics, mainly in cable-

spring systems [147, 148], plates [149, 150], and curved beams [151, 152]. Veering (avoided-crossing) occurs when 

two frequencies approach each other as varying a control parameter due to a linear coupling between two modes and 

then deviate away from each other, and each one continues along the path that the other would have taken if they 

would cross. Henceforth, both modes get affected, in the veering zone, by the shape of each other, known as mode 

hybridization. In M/NEMS, veering was studied mostly when associating with the mode localization phenomenon  

occurring in weakly coupled systems [135, 153]. Mode localization will be reviewed in-depth in the following section. 

Veering was also explored for internally coupled modes in resonators with tunable stiffness. One method to tune 

stiffness is through the electrothermal actuation, Joule’s heating effect, which was used recently to highly tune and 

control the resonance frequencies of M/NEMS resonators [35]. In recent works, Hajjaj et al. [34, 35] showed that the 

veering phenomenon among the first two symmetric modes of an initially curved (arch) MEMS resonator 

electrothermally tuned can be strongly activated. The first resonance frequency of the arch beam is shown to increase 

up to twice its fundamental value while the third resonance frequency is shown to decrease until getting very close to 

the first resonance frequency triggering the veering phenomenon, Fig. 7a. An exploitation of the nonlinear softening, 

hardening and veering phenomena (near crossing) of the arch beam was reported to realize a band-pass filter. By 

electrostatically driving both modes nonlinearly near the veering regime, such that the first (dominated with the 

quadratic nonlinearity) and third (dominated with the cubic nonlinearity) modes exhibit softening and hardening 

behavior, respectively, a sharp roll off from the passband to the stopband is achieved, Figs. 7b-d. Hajjaj et al. [34, 35] 

demonstrated also experimentally and theoretically the exchange of nonlinearities between both modes as passing the 

veering zone. In addition to microbeams, the veering phenomenon was investigated for CNTs [36, 154, 155]. Several 
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studies [36, 155] investigated veering on clamped-clamped slightly curved (slacked) CNTs. Notably, these slacked 

CNTs showed a potential transfer of energy from the first targeted mode to up to the ninth (untargeted) mode [155]. 

 

Fig. 7: Veering phenomenon of an electrothermally tuned and electrostatically actuated arch resonator [35]. (a) The variation of 

the two symmetric resonance frequencies of the arch beam with the applied electrothermal voltage. (b)-(d) The frequency response 

curves of the arch beam before (b), on (c), and after (d) veering demonstrating the realization of a flat band-pass filter as operating 

the arch beam around veering (c). Reprinted with permission from [35].  

 

3.1. Internal Resonance  

One primary mechanism of nonlinear coupling between different modes in structural mechanics is internal resonance. 

It represents a mechanism for energy transfer from the targeted vibration mode to another mode either in the same 

[32, 33, 123, 156] or different plane of vibration [31, 157, 158]. One necessary condition to activate internal resonance 

is to have an integer ratio between the involved modes. Typically, the contributed mode represents a significant source 

of energy or a sink of energy storage that is targeted for detection and measurements. One-to-one [122, 123, 159], 

two-to-one [32, 33, 156, 157, 160, 161], and three-to-one [30, 31, 33, 123, 156] internal resonances are the most 

investigated in the literature. A recent work on four-to-one internal resonance has been also reported [33].   

In the past few decades, internal resonance in M/NEMS has been widely studied in various structures including 

cantilevers [162, 163], arch beams[32, 123, 156], membranes from 2D material (such as graphene and MoS2) [122, 

142], CNTs [164], and electrically and mechanically coupled structures [31, 158, 161].  
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The interest to study internal resonance in M/NEMS resonators has been  boosted to  achieve better fundamental 

understanding of the phenomenon and for using it in potential applications, such as energy harvesting [165], frequency 

stabilization [31, 33], and synchronization [30]. Until almost a decade ago, the investigation of internal resonance was 

mostly theoretical where several groups [123, 160, 166, 167] examined the nonlinear behavior of different structures 

as experiencing internal resonance using analytical methods, such as the multiple scales method. 

One of the earliest experimental work was that of Antonio et al.[31] who showed that the oscillation frequency stability 

of a nonlinear self-sustained MEMS resonator could be improved by operating the resonator in the internal resonance 

regime. As experiencing the nonlinear coupling through internal resonance, the contributed mode absorbs the 

frequency and amplitude fluctuation of the targeted mode, Fig. 8. The same group [158] has recently shown a novel 

technique to support a self-sustained oscillation, via internal resonance, to compensate for energy losses. They exploit 

internal resonance as a way to store the mechanical energy among different vibrational modes and transfer it back to 

the targeted mode when the external excitation is switched off. 

 

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 8. Frequency stabilization via internal resonance [31].  (a) The clamped-clamped resonator and the corresponding frequency 

response curve around its fundamental frequency in an open loop configuration. (b) The mean frequency and amplitude of the 

fundamental mode with the excitation voltage as experiencing internal resonance. Reprinted with permission from [31]. 

 

On the other hand, one of the simplest known structures to exhibit different types of internal resonance are initially 

curved MEMS resonators. Recently, these structures have been proposed for several potential applications, such as 

filters [35], sensors [168], and logic/memory gates [11]. Arch MEMS resonators are known for their rich dynamical 

behavior [169, 170] including bistability, snap-through motion, and more importantly inherent nonlinearities; 

quadratic, from initial curvature, and cubic, from stretching. More interestingly, the natural frequencies of the arch 

beam are shown to be sensitive to axial loads [34], which enables the realization of several commensurate ratios among 

various modes (1:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1). This leads to the possibility of activating different types of internal resonances 
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using these simple structures. Younis and coauthors [32, 33, 123, 156] studied profoundly different types of internal 

resonances of arch resonator theoretically [32, 123]  and experimentally [32, 33, 156].  

Ramini et al. [156] investigated experimentally, using optical techniques, the 2:1 and 3:1 internal resonances of an 

arch beam electrothermally tuned and electrostatically actuated. Both internal resonances occurred between the first 

two symmetric modes of vibration. Classical frequency response curves of internal resonance (M-shaped curves) were 

reported experimentally showing the nonlinear interaction between the contributing modes. In the same context, same 

group [32] investigated the effect of direct excitation of the second symmetric resonance frequency as experiencing 

2:1 internal resonance while exciting the first vibrational mode. Indeed, the operation of the arch beam at the ambient 

pressure leads to simultaneous excitation of the third vibrational mode as experiencing the 2:1 internal resonance. A 

complex behavior was reported experimentally and theoretically, where the arch passes through unstable branches 

leading to quasi-periodic motion, Hopf bifurcation and chaotic behavior. More recently, Hajjaj et al. [33] investigated 

using electrical techniques the activation of different internal resonances (2:1, 3:1, and 4:1) between the first two 

symmetric modes of an arch beam as tuning its stiffness electrothermally and driving it electrostatically, Fig. 9. The 

storing and redistribution of the energy of both contributing modes were demonstrated and quantified for each type of 

internal resonance. As driving the system highly, the arch beam was shown to undergo more complex dynamical 

behavior, as experiencing internal resonance, leading the system to pass by an unstable motion that leads to Hopf 

bifurcation and chaotic behavior. An improvement of the frequency stabilization was reported as driving the arch 

resonator in the internal resonance regime as shown previously by Antoine et al. [31]. Internal resonance was also 

observed and exploited in carefully designed structures to get commensurate ratios between different modes such as 

the H-shapes structures [161] and the microcantilevers with outer and inner paddles [162, 163]. 

 

(a) 
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(b)                                                 (c)                                                              (d) 

Fig.9. Multiple internal resonances of an electrothermally tuned and electrostatically driven arch MEMS resonator [33].  (a) The 

experimental setup and the variation of the resonance frequencies with the applied electrothermal voltage. (b)-(d) The frequency 

curves and the contribution of different modes as experiencing the 2:1 internal resonance, (b), 3:1 internal resonance, (c), and 4:1 

internal resonance, (d). Reprinted with permission from [33]. 

 

As conferred in this section, mode coupling among different modes of vibrations has been investigated deeply in the 

literature using M/NEMS resonators. Basically, the investigation of mode coupling phenomenon was done to explore 

different associated physical phenomena (chaos, Hopf bifurcation, internal resonance, etc...) or to avoid them as 

implementing M/NEMS resonators in potential applications. Although the fundamental understanding of several 

linear (veering, crossover) and nonlinear mode coupling (internal resonance) was demonstrated, the integration of 

these phenomena in several potential applications, such as sensing, communication, and energy harvesting, is still 

limited and needs further investigation. For instance, more research is needed to control the energy transfer between 

different modes as being coupled linearly or nonlinearly. The control of energy transfer might be done for instance by 

controlling the pumped energy into the system or via other active control techniques. Also, accurate monitoring of the 

coupling (mechanical, electrical or in the structure by itself) will lead to better monitoring of the energy transfer among 

the various involved modes.   

 

4. MEMS/NEMS Coupled Resonators 

The dynamics of MEMS resonators become more interesting and more complex as these resonators are coupled among 

each other. Hence, investigating coupled M/NEMS resonators both theoretically and experimentally has been an active 

area of research particularly for applications in sensing and communication. Various types of resonators can be 
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coupled together, electrostatically, mechanically, or both. Mechanically coupled structures have a physical element 

attached to the coupled resonators, while electrostatic coupling is due to a potential difference between the coupled 

resonators placed very close to each other. 

4.1. Modeling 

In this section, we discuss the modeling of two coupled resonators. A simple model for two mechanically coupled 

systems can be represented using lumped parameter spring-mass-damper systems. The equations of motion in this 

case, Fig. 10(a), are given by 

1 1 1 1 1 1 2( ) cos( )m x c x k k x kx F t + + + − =                                                                                      (2) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 1( ) 0m x c x k k x kx + + + − =                                                                                                    (3) 

where im  is the mass, 
ic  is the damping coefficient, ik  is the stiffness, ix  is the displacement of ith resonator (i=1,2), 

t is time, k is the coupling coefficient, and F is the harmonic load of an excitation frequency Ω. k  is an important 

parameter that governs the coupling strength. In the case of mechanical coupling, k is commonly controlled by the 

location of the coupling element. The coupling is stronger if the coupler is attached to the maximum velocity points 

of the resonators, while the coupling is weaker when attached to low velocity points [171]. In addition to location, the 

coupling strength can be controlled by the material and dimensions of the coupler. However, once fabricated the 

strength of the coupling cannot be tuned significantly.   

A distributed parameter model has also been used for two mechanically coupled clamped-clamped microbeams [172]. 

The eigenvalue problem of the system is solved by dividing the coupled system into five elements and solving for 

each of these elements using a total of 20 boundary conditions. The perturbation method of multiple time scales has 

been used to investigate the dynamic characteristics of the system for a MEMS filter application. A distributed model 

becomes necessary when dealing with the dynamics of higher order modes of the coupled system. However, such 

models can be complex and computationally expensive especially for more than two coupled structures.  

Electrostatically coupled structures do not have a physical coupling element but rely on the potential difference 

between the two or more closely placed resonators. Figure 10(b) shows a spring-mass-damper system representing 

two electrostatically coupled resonators. The equation of motions for such system can be written as  
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where iM  is mass, iC  is the damping coefficient, 
iK  is the stiffness, 

iX  is the displacement of the ith resonator 

(i=1,2),   is the permittivity of the medium, A is the electrostatic overlap area, D is the operating gap, t is time, VDC2 

is the DC polarization voltage, and F is the harmonic load of an excitation frequency Ω. The advantage of using 

electrostatic coupling is the large tunability of the coupling strength, which is particularly useful in filter applications 

for tunable bandwidth [173-176]. The study in [177] is for electrostatically coupled cantilever microbeams, where the 

static, eigenvalue, and dynamic problems are solved and compared with experimental data. One conclusion of this 

investigation is the reduction in pull-in voltage (~36%) and pull-in time (~38%) of a coupled beam configuration when 

compared with a single beam. 

    

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

Fig. 10. Schematic of two (a) mechanically, (b) electrostatically coupled resonators represented by spring mass damper systems. 

Resonators can also be modeled in the electrical domain using the electrical equivalent elements of stiffness, damping, 

and mass in capacitance, resistance, and inductance, respectively. The RLC circuit model representation of the 

resonator in an electrical domain has been extensively used for RF communication applications, where it helps in 

design optimization and evaluating various performance parameters [173-181]. Both electrostatically and 

mechanically coupled resonators can be modeled using this technique. 

4.2. Applications of Coupled Resonators 

M/NEMS coupled resonators have been extensively used for applications in filters, mixers, and amplifiers. In fact, a 

filter application based on coupled microbeams resonators was discussed very early in the MEMS technology in the 
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seminal work in [81]. Another leading work in this area utilizes mechanically coupled and electrostatically actuated 

clamped-clamped microbeams [178]. This work presents a lumped parameter and an equivalent electrical circuit 

model. Detailed design criteria for ensuring a high performance filter is developed and validated with experiments. It 

is recommended that for the filter application, the mechanical coupler should be attached at quarter wavelength from 

the anchor point to ensure high quality factor device [182]. Quarter-wavelength coupling alleviates the mass loading 

effects caused by similar dimensions of the beam and coupler. A similar structure was then also proposed as a 

simultaneous mixer and filter, “mixler” [180].  

Different coupled structures have been exploited for enhancing performance parameters of a filter including quality 

factor [178, 183-185], operating frequency [178, 186], and bandwidth tunability [173, 174, 187]. Piezoelectric coupled 

resonators have also been successfully employed to develop high performance filters [188-190]. Single chip multi-

frequency rectangular and ring-shaped aluminum nitride contour mode resonators were proposed for filtering [191]. 

The study in [191] showed an electrical cascade of devices to develop low insertion loss (4 dB at 93 MHz), and large 

rejection (27dB at 236 MHz). Both electrical and mechanical coupling have also been used together to enhance the 

filter performance [192]. In [192] two electrostatically coupled filters were studied, each comprising of two 

mechanically coupled clamped-clamped beam resonators. A dual bandpass filter centered around 27.5 MHz and 27.8 

MHz with a bandwidth of 0.6% and a 22 dB inner stopband rejection was achieved. The principles of internal 

mechanical and electrical phase inversion of coupled resonator arrays have been demonstrated experimentally for 

MEMS filters [193]. Four different types of silicon-based filter arrangements were shown comprising of both 

mechanical and electrostatic coupling. Enhanced rejection and bandwidth performance was demonstrated via 

combining coupling mechanisms with phase inversion techniques.  

Typically, the coupling strength is kept very low to achieve a bandpass filter with low ripple effect. However, a strong 

mechanically coupled system comprising of two clamped-clamped beams with a coupling element attached to the 

mid-point (maximum velocity location) of the microbeams has been used for simultaneous filtering, mixing, and 

amplification [182, 194, 195]. The effect of the coupler location on the overall amplitude of the coupler as well as the 

microbeams was investigated using finite element modeling and experiments. A maximum 

transformation/amplification of resonator’s amplitude from the midpoint of the microbeam to the midpoint of the 

coupler was achieved for similar dimensions of the microbeams and the coupler [182]. The excitation of combination 
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resonances due to frequency mixing [196] was then utilized to achieve a tunable wide band filter [194]. A similar 

coupled structure modified to operate in air and perform the filtering operation was developed and tested [195]. 

Another filtering concept was presented in [5] where the hardening and softening behavior of two resonators is 

combined to achieve a filter with nearly flat passband and sharp roll-off characteristics. Two clamped-clamped 

microbeams with their outputs electrically coupled together are used. One of the microbeams is buckled using 

electrothermal stiffness modulation to achieve the softening behavior. The experiments showed a filter with flat 

passband and sharp roll-off. 

Arrays of coupled resonators have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally for various applications 

[197, 198]. An integrated CMOS-MEMS free-free beam resonator array was demonstrated to have low motional 

impedance and high power handling capability [199]. It is demonstrated that having the mechanical coupling elements 

attached to the high velocity points helps in accentuating the desired modes and reject undesired spurious modes. An 

array of 9 resonators was demonstrated to improve the motional impedance and power handling capability by 10 times 

compared to a single resonator. Similarly, an array of 10 coupled free-free beams was experimentally demonstrated 

to improve the phase noise significantly [200]. In another work, an array of 7 corners coupled Polysilicon square plate 

resonators was also experimentally demonstrated to effectively reduce the series motional resistance of the resonator 

[201]. 

Arrays of coupled resonators are prone to fabrication variations and difficult to characterize due to the absence of 

electrical interconnects, particularly as the number of coupled elements increases. A unique scheme was proposed 

where a single input/output channel is used to characterize the entire resonator array for sensing applications [202]. In 

this scheme, an electrical resonator is coupled to an array of coupled resonators. To characterize the array in [203], 

they used inverse eigenvalue analysis, a perturbation analysis, and inverse problem theory, where eigenfrequencies 

from only one resonator (for a system of two coupled resonators) are required to reconstruct the system matrix to 

perform eigenvector extraction and full parameter extraction to sense mass/stiffness and coupling strength.  

Distributed oscillatory systems such as coupled MEMS resonators exhibit interesting collective behavior, such as 

frequency locking, phase locking, and synchronization. It is due to these interesting nonlinear properties that recently 

there has been a focus on utilizing coupled M/NEMS resonators for neurocomputing [204-207].  These resonators are 

easy to fabricate and can potentially achieve enormous computing speeds when working in parallel. 
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A canonical phase model approach was used to study the universal computational properties of oscillatory networks 

[204]. The study in [204] discusses three possible hardware implementations including “Phase-Locked Loop 

Neurocomputers,” “Optical Neurocomputers,” and “Mechanical Neurocomputers.” This study identifies some of the 

major challenges faced in theoretical investigation of such systems. 

In another study, a network of all-to-all coupled MEMS oscillators was investigated theoretically [205]. It was 

demonstrated that in the presence of stochasticity, the oscillator network is able to synchronize and store information 

in the relative phase differences. The study stated that using silicon-based MEMS oscillators for neurocomputing can 

potentially be robust against noise sources and fabrication imperfections. 

Recently, an experimental demonstration of reservoir computing was presented utilizing the Duffing nonlinearity of 

a silicon beam combined with a delay-coupled reservoir architecture [207]. The system was shown to predict a time 

series and classify spoken words. Similarly, dynamics of MEMS coupled structures were also exploited to demonstrate 

continuous time recurrent neural networks (CTRNNs) [206]. The study in [206] utilizes the nonlinear dynamic 

phenomenon of bi-stability and hysteresis to simulate the detection and memory of a single rate model neuron. A 

straight beam was utilized to study the bi-stability, while the memory and detection is performed on an initially curved 

arch beam using the snap-through instability. The concept of electrical circuit resonance was used to trigger the bi-

stability and amplify the resonator’s response. 

4.3. Mode Localization in Coupled Resonators  

Over the past few years, the mode localization phenomenon in M/NEMS coupled resonators for sensing applications 

have gathered significant attention [208]. Mode localization refers to the confinement of vibrational energy to one of 

the modes of the coupled resonators as a result of a small perturbation in mass/stiffness of an unperturbed/balanced 

system. This can be visualized by looking at the frequency response of the two coupled resonators in Fig. 11.  When 

a small perturbation (change in mass/stiffness in one of the resonator) is introduced to the unperturbed/balanced 

system, the vibrational energy is confined to the first mode of vibration. The strength of localization depends on the 

strength of the coupling and the magnitude of perturbation introduced to the coupled system. Another phenomenon 

that is closely related in coupled systems exhibiting mode localization is eigenvalue curve veering [209]. Figures 11a, 

b show the dynamic response of the coupled systems of Fig.10a represented by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). It can be observed 

from Fig. 11b that the two eigenvalues approach each other but never intersect, and veer away as the stiffness of the 
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first resonator is varied. This phenomenon is discussed in detail in the previous section for the case of inter-modal 

coupling of a single resonator. Here, a physical coupling either mechanical or electrostatic exists between the two 

resonators that is responsible for the veering behavior. 

 

(a)                                                                      (b) 

Fig.11. (a) The mode localization phenomenon for two coupled resonators. An increasing perturbation in the stiffness of one of the 

coupled resonators results in localization in the first mode. (b) The veering phenomenon in two coupled resonators. It can be 

observed that the eigenvalue curves of mode 1 and mode 2 approach each other as the coupling strength is decreased.   

 

Commonly, a single M/NEMS resonator is used as a sensor based on the phenomenon of resonance frequency shift in 

response to an external stimulus (e.g., added mass or change in stiffness). Recently, it has been shown that utilizing 

two or more coupled structures exhibiting the phenomenon of mode localization, and measuring the change in the 

eigenstates/amplitude of the resonators, improves the sensitivity of the sensor by orders of magnitude higher than that 

of a single resonator based sensor [21]. A detailed review on the phenomenon of mode localization in MEMS 

resonators and its exploitation for sensing was published recently [21]. In this section, we will mainly focus on the 

advancements afterward. 

At first, monitoring the change in eigenstates of mode localized sensor was used as an output signal [210]. Later, it 

was proposed that using the ratio between the quotients of the amplitudes of the two modes of a single resonator can 

be used for better sensitivity [211]. This method requires monitoring one resonator but at both modes of vibration. 

Both of these approaches have limitations in real-time sensing, which is imperative for practical application. 

Afterward, another sensing metric was proposed, which involves monitoring the ratio of the vibration amplitude of a 

single mode at both resonators [212]. Since only a single frequency is required to be monitored in this case, it 
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potentially enables real-time sensing. It was recently demonstrated that the output metric of amplitude ratio depends 

on the input drive power variations [213]. To achieve high signal-to-noise ratios without compromising the operation 

of the sensor, it is recommended to operate near the veering zone where the stiffness and mass properties of the two 

resonators are closely matched. Reduction in conversion of the drive power noise to output noise is observed in this 

region, which can potentially enable high resolution measurements. 

The proposed readout schemes of monitoring eigenstates or amplitude ratio have limited linear sensing regime due to 

the veering phenomenon of mode-localized sensors. Recently, algebraic relations of the eigenstates were proposed to 

improve the linear sensing performance of mode-localized sensors [214]. It was demonstrated both theoretically and 

experimentally that the algebraic sum of the amplitude ratios of two modes is a linear function of the stiffness 

perturbation with the largest nonlinearity error of 1.36%. It was also demonstrated that the product of the amplitude 

ratios is approximately a constant. Same authors demonstrated enhancement of the linear sensing range using 

amplitude difference as a readout scheme for two coupled tuning fork resonators based stiffness sensor [215]. 

 

Fig. 12. (a) Model of disordered weakly coupled resonators under the single-resonator-driven (SRD) scheme. (b) Model of 

disordered weakly coupled resonators under the double-resonator-driven (DRD) scheme. (c) and (d) Responses of Resonator 1 and 

Resonator 2 with different stiffness perturbations under the SRD scheme. (e and f) Responses of Resonator 1 and Resonator 2 with 

different stiffness perturbations under the DRD scheme[216]. Reprinted with permission from [216]. 
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In another recent study, two new characteristics of mode localization were demonstrated theoretically and 

experimentally [216], Fig. 12.  First, it was shown that the anti-resonance loci vary linearly with the stiffness 

perturbation. Although tracking anti-resonance is not suitable as output sensing metric due to large measurement errors 

compared to tracking change in frequency or amplitude, it is significant as it can track the localization in the frequency 

domain and identify which resonator is perturbed. Second, it was demonstrated that driving both resonators instead of 

a single one can extend the linear sensing range at the cost of decrease in sensitivity (an order lower compared to a 

single-resonator-driven scheme). 

 

Fig. 13. Schematic showing closed-loop readout configuration for mode-localized resonant MEMS sensors. An optical micro-graph 

of the prototype mode-localized resonant sensor, i.e., a double-ended tuning fork resonator, is shown[217]. Reprinted with 

permission from [217].  

 

Self-oscillation configurations of mode-localized sensors are also being explored for close-loop readout [217, 218], 

which is an important consideration for practical sensing devices. An experimental closed-loop readout configuration 

for mode-localized sensor based on electrostatically coupled resonators was demonstrated in [217], Fig. 13. The 

closed-loop results match fairly well with open-loop measurements. Similarly, a closed-loop accelerometer was 

experimentally demonstrated on three weakly coupled resonators [218].  
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Mode-localized sensors involve multi-degree-of-freedom systems, hence, each resonator in the array is subjected to 

same ambient environment (common mode), but localization happens only due to the induced perturbation on any of 

the resonator. Hence, such sensors can inherently take advantage of common mode reduction [219], and show 

resilience against ambient pressure and temperature drift. Commonly, single-degree-of-freedom sensors suffer from 

temperature and pressure fluctuations, which can be potentially eliminated using a mode-localized resonator. Ambient 

pressure drift rejection of a mode-localized sensor was experimentally demonstrated. A maximum error of amplitude 

ratio readout of ~2.74% is experimentally demonstrated for a pressure range of 2.6-20 Pa [220]. In another 

experimental demonstration by same authors, temperature drift suppression for amplitude ratio readout was found to 

be 8.9 % for a temperature range of 290-350 K [221]. 

Using amplitude related output metrics exhibit high sensitivity compared to the frequency shift detection, but suffer 

from low resolution due to the thermal noise and measuring circuit noise. Toward this, noise optimization strategies 

for mode-localized sensors were theoretically and experimentally investigated [222]. It was observed that coupling 

strength, quality factor, and stiffness mismatch between the two resonators are key parameters affecting the resolution 

of amplitude ratio measurements. It was also shown there is a trade-off between the resolution and the linearity of 

such sensors.  

In another recent attempt to enhance the resolution of mode-localized resonators, a nonlinearity cancellation scheme 

has been experimentally demonstrated for two electrostatically coupled resonators, where the mechanical nonlinearity 

coming from the geometry of the resonators, and the electrostatic nonlinearity from the coupling cancel each other 

[223]. A four times increase in the output motional current in this regime was observed. It is also shown that using 

such a sensor operating in cancellation regime, the amplitude response for nonlinear actuation is 10 times higher than 

that of linear actuation.  

Another important consideration for mode localized sensors is the quality factor of the coupled resonators, as it 

ultimately limits the sensitivity of the sensor. This adds additional requirement for such sensors to be encapsulated in 

vacuum. Recently, a mass sensor comprising of 3 degree-of-freedom coupled system and operating in air was 

theoretically and experimentally demonstrated [224]. However, a minimum detectable mass of only 1.9ng was 

reported in air. A comparison of the three output metrics was also carried out: resonance frequency shift, vibration 

amplitude change, and amplitude ratio. It was concluded that amplitude ratio still yields highest sensitivity. 
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Ideally, identical resonators are coupled to realize the mode-localized sensors. However, process induced variability 

is unavoidable in M/NEMS systems and can impact significantly the performance of sensors based on coupled 

resonators. A theoretical and experimental investigation into the sensitivity degradation of coupled resonators due to 

induced variability was presented in [225]. It was concluded that eigenvector based output metrics are more severely 

affected by process-induced variabilities. One way to compensate for these variations is tuning the stiffness of the 

resonator by external DC or electrothermal loading. 

Sensor based mode localization was first demonstrated for mass sensing using two mechanically coupled cantilever 

beams [210]. The authors demonstrate both theoretically and experimentally that the relative change in the eigenstates 

magnitude is larger by a factor of 2 over the relative change in the eigenfrequencies. Same authors also showed that 

the sensitivity in such sensors can be increased when using an array of resonators [226]. An array of 15 mechanically 

coupled cantilevers was shown to improve the sensitivity by two to three orders over two coupled cantilevers of [210]. 

A mass sensor has been recently demonstrated to operate in ambient pressure using the mode-localization phenomenon 

[224].  

A force sensor based on three electrostatically coupled resonators was also demonstrated theoretically and 

experimentally [227]. The authors also theoretically estimated the noise floor for the amplitude ratio output metric 

using a transfer function model.  

Mode-localized sensors have also been proposed as charge sensors or electrometers [228, 229]. A pair of weakly 

coupled double-ended tuning fork resonators was used to experimentally demonstrate charge sensing. Eigenstate 

changes were measured to estimate the charge input. In another study, a similar structure was used to demonstrate an 

electrometer [229].  

Additionally, several MEMS accelerometers were proposed based on the phenomenon of mode localization [218, 230-

232]. Amplitude ratio shift was used to measure the input acceleration onto two weakly coupled double-ended tuning 

fork resonators [231]. Open loop measurements were conducted to show resolution of 0.619mg and a nonlinearity of 

3.5%. Same authors presented another accelerometer design based on single-tine tuning fork resonators in a closed 

loop circuit arrangement [230]. Similarly, three weakly coupled resonators were also used as accelerometers and a 

resolution of 1.1 µg/√Hz is reported [218]. In another study, a novel structure design was used as an accelerometer 

and a 7µg bias stability was achieved, which is almost two time higher than the state of the art [232]. A mechanical 
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coupling element was used in this work however it was proposed that  electrostatic coupling is better choice for high 

resolution and long integrations times. It also reduces temperature dependence of the coupler and allows for 

optimization in coupling stiffness and sensitivity of the device. 

As discussed, considerable effort has been made towards developing mode localized sensors. However, such 

applications of mode localization are still relatively new, and there still lacks a thorough understanding of the 

localization phenomenon in such systems; especially complex ones involving non-uniform geometries and 

complicated transduction methods. Mode localized sensors require high quality factors for higher sensitivity; hence, 

operating in high damping media could affect the sensitivity. Therefore, effect of utilizing different damping 

conditions under the different elements of coupled system are worth investigation. Investigation localization at the 

higher order modes of coupled systems is another area of future potential. This can enable simultaneous 

sensing/monitoring of different parameters, which could potentially contribute towards developing sophisticated and 

highly sensitive sensors. Further, most of the applications based on localization operate in the linear regime. However, 

operating these devices in the nonlinear regime can reveal richer dynamics, which can be used for enhancing the 

existing sensors’ performance or developing new applications.  

5. Nonlinear Response of MEMS Resonators using Perturbation Methods 

Perturbation methods are powerful mathematical tools to analyze the response of various MEMS devices; particularly 

MEMS resonators. Basically, one aims at applying perturbation on the governing equations of the system to obtain 

approximate analytical solutions that provide analytical depth and convenience, reduce the computational cost, and 

provide additional information, such as the stability of the system. Because of the fact that MEMS have many sources 

of nonlinearity, especially the electrostatic actuation, in addition to the environmental and geometrical sources [84], 

which increase the complexity of the system; using perturbation methods in the analysis can be very useful.   

There has been considerable research on the application of perturbation methods on MEMS. For instance, the 

Homotopy perturbation method has been used to analyze the static motion of MEMS resonators and their pull-in 

characteristics [233-235]. Singular perturbations have been used for complex MEMS models, such as for membranes 

and thin plates, to obtain closed-form solutions for the electrostatic deflection [236-239] or to account for 

imperfections [240] in MEMS comb drive. Singular perturbation methods were also used to analyze the influence of 
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squeeze film [241-243] and thermoelastic damping [244-247]. The study of Casimir forces on MEMS is another aspect 

where perturbation methods have been used [248, 249].  

Perturbation methods have been particularly used to investigate the dynamics of MEMS resonator and to understand 

the influence of the different nonlinearities in the system. These include the multiple time scales (MTS), averaging, 

and the Lindstedt Poincare methods. MEMS resonators are investigated when subjected to parametric, primary, or 

secondary excitations, or any combination of these. Several works have been presented to analyze the dynamics under 

parametric excitation using perturbation methods in gyroscopes [250, 251], comb drives fingers [252-255], bridge 

resonators [256], and microbeams [257-260]. Primary-resonance excitation has been also of great interest. 

Perturbation methods are applied to obtain the modulation equations that govern the amplitude and phase response of 

the resonator. Examples of these studies can be found in microbeams [107, 166, 217, 261-279], torsional mirrors [280, 

281], self-excited resonators [282-285], PZT based MEMS models [286-288], MEMS filters [171], MEMS arch 

resonators [169, 289], carbon Nanotubes [290], and coupled oscillators [291]. The influence of secondary-resonance 

excitations on MEMS has been also studied. Examples of these can be found in AFM [292], MEMS microbeam 

resonators [293-297], mechanically coupled resonators [298], and ring MEMS resonators [299]. In most of these 

applications, a lumped parameter model is employed to study the response while considering Taylor series expansion 

of the electrostatic nonlinearity. More theoretical aspects related to the use of perturbations on MEMS resonator using 

lumped parameters can be found in [300-302]. 

In this part of the review, we highlight important aspects on the use of MTS method to characterize the nonlinear 

response of MEMS resonators. In particular, the influence of the combined effects of secondary and primary 

excitations are considered due to the application of moderate to high AC voltages with two source excitations in 

comparison to previously published works focusing on a single term excitation. In Sec. 5.1, we present the scaling 

method of the two-excitation terms using lumped parameter modelling considering different resonance cases. In 

addition, in Sec. 5.2, we demonstrate how to take into account the influence of the secondary excitation term on the 

two-to-one internal resonance using the MTS perturbation method. 

5.1. MEMS resonators Under Primary and Secondary Excitations 
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Fig.14. Schematic of a lumped parameter model of an electrostatically actuated MEMS resonator. 

 

Next, we demonstrate the use of the method of multiple time scales on an electrostatically actuated MEMS resonator. 

The lumped parameter system that describes the displacement ( )x t   of a generic MEMS resonator, Fig. 14, with 

Duffing type nonlinearity under electrostatic loading can be written as [84]  
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The type of electrostatic loading, i.e., large DC
V or large AC

V  or both, can result into excitations, which can be 

erroneously neglected. To clarify this, we expand the electrostatic force term as 
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where 2 21

2DCeff DC ACV V V= +  . It is noticed that the ACV term produces a static and a dynamic term that influences the 

linear and nonlinear forced vibration problem. Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) yields 
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The static part of Eq. (9), , is obtained by dropping the time dependent terms, which yields 
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Equation (10) is solved algebraically to obtain the static response. Next, we perturb the dynamics around the static 

solution, i.e.  ( ) ( )x t u t += , and expand the electrostatic term in Taylor series around the static solution to obtain 
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where 
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3
3 21

1
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c
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−
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( )4

3
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From Eq. (11), we observe that the natural frequency of the resonator is shifted due to the static response under 

competing effects of the Duffing coefficient, producing 23
c

  term, and the electrostatic term. In addition, a new 

quadratic nonlinearity is introduced due to the influence of the electrostatic response. This signifies the importance of 

the expansion in revealing the effective nonlinearities due to the electrostatic term. In addition, it was revealed in [303] 
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that the Taylor expansion of the electrostatic term yields the same dynamic response to that of the cross-multiplied 

one up to the same order using perturbations. To further analyze the dynamic response, we analyze Eq. (11) using 

MTS to study the effect of different forcing terms and different types of nonlinearities. The response of the resonator,

( )u t , is assumed to follow an auto-scaling defined by  

2 3
1 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 3 0 1

4
2( ) , , ) , , ) , , ) O(( ( ( )u t u T T T u T T T u T T T= + + +ò ò ò ò   (12)  

where ò is introduced as a bookkeeping parameter to segregate the scales of different nonlinearities. 
i

T  are the 

different time scales defined by
i

iT t=ò . The expansion is up to three orders to account for the influence of the cubic 

nonlinearity. In what follows, we consider the case when the frequency of excitation is near the natural frequency, i.e.

  , and the case when the frequency of excitation is near half the natural frequency, i.e. superharmonic excitation

1
2  .  

5.1.1 Excitation near the natural frequency 

In this case, the term cos(2 )t is scaled at ò to obtain the particular solution at the first order. The term cos( )t is 

scaled at the third order level 3ò while damping is scaled at to damp the response obtained at the quadratic level. 

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), while considering the scales, yields  

( )1 2 2
0 1 1 2: 1 cos 2D u u F t =+ ò   (13.1) 

( )2 2 2 2
0 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1: 2 2 cos 2qD u u D D u u D u F u t   + −= − − + ò   (13.2) 
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3 2 2 2 3
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  (13.3) 

where 
j
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i j
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D
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3
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−
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( )2

2
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1
AC DCV V
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−
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Following the details of the multiple time scales perturbations method and using the method of reconstitution, we end 

up with two modulation equations that govern the amplitude a and phase  of the response [304]. 

The dynamic solution is then written as 

ò
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where 1 is a frequency detuning parameter, 
( )
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. 2 , 2 2 , 2 , 2+  are the 

coefficients pertaining to the particular solution defined by  
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 (15) 

It is noted from Eq. (14) that the response due to the 2  term does not depend only on the quadratic nonlinearity but 

also on the direct excitation term.  

5.1.2 Excitation at half the natural frequency 

In this case, we consider the excitation frequency near half the natural frequency, i.e. . The term 

is scaled at because it becomes a primary resonance excitation.  The term is scaled at the first order level 

ò to obtain the particular solution while damping is scaled at to damp the response obtained at the quadratic level. 

Substituting Eq. (12) while considering the new scales yields 

( )1 2 2
0 1 1: 1 cosD u u F t =+ ò   (16.1) 

( )2 2 2 2
0 2 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1: 2 2 cosqD u u D u D D u u F u t   = −−+ − + ò   (16.2) 
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where 
( )3

4
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1
AC DCV V

F 
 =

−
; 

( )4

6
3

1
AC DCV V

F 
 =

−
. Following the multiple time scales method and using the method of 

reconstituting, we ended up with two modulation equations [304]. The final dynamic solution is 
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where 1 , 2 , + , − , 2 are coefficients of the particular solutions defined by 
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It is observed from the dynamics response solution that there exists a direct excitation component in addition to the 

excitation induced by the nonlinearity. In addition, we notice contribution from the higher order secondary harmonics. 

To validate the solution presented in each case we plot and compare the MTS solution with the solution obtained by 

integrating in time the original system of Eq. (7). The results are shown in Fig. 15. 

 

(a)            (b) 

 

   (c)            (d) 

Fig.15. Frequency response curves of the microstructure at different excitation conditions, 44.08419 10 −= , 5.07264
c

 = . 

(  ) Solution from forward sweep in long time integration of Eq. (7). (ــــــــ) Multiple time scales stable solution. (- - - -) Multiple 
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time scales unstable solution. (a)Primary excitation with weak subharmonic:   , 0.01 = , 1
DC

V = , 1
AC

V = . (b) Pure 

subharmonic excitation:   , 0.0025 = , 0
DC

V = , 4
AC

V = . (c) Superharmonic excitation leading to primary excitation:

/ 2  , 0.01 = , 3
DC

V = , 3
AC

V = . (d) Primary excitation with strong subharmonic:   , 0.01 = , 1
DC

V = , 4
AC

V = . 

 

The results in Fig. 15 are generated for the clamped-clamped resonator in [305]. An overall good agreement is 

observed between the MTS solution and the long-time integration one. In addition, the multiple scales is able to predict 

the subharmonic response features observed in Fig. 15b. In the latter cases in Fig. 15c and Fig. 15d the response of 

the system is mainly due to the direct excitation of the system via doubling the superharmonic excitation, which yields 

a primary resonance that dominates the response of the system.  

5.2. MEMS Resonators in Internal Resonances 

Perturbations methods have been applied on the governing equations of MEMS resonators to study different aspects 

related to internal resonances. Examples of these studies are three-to-one internal resonance in microbeams [306], 

two-to-one [32, 307], three-to-one [308, 309], and one-to-one internal resonance [309] in MEMS arch beams, two-to-

one internal resonance between the flexural and torsional mode of T-shaped resonator [310], two-to-one internal 

resonance in microscanners [160], and three-to-one internal resonance in PZT based MEMS resonator [311]. In all of 

these studies the MTS or averaging are utilized considering the modal coupling throughout the nonlinear system to 

study the energy exchange during the interaction. 

 

Fig.16. Schematic of a clamped-clamped arch beam under electrostatic actuation. 
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In this section, we demonstrate the application of the multiple time scales to analyze internal resonances in MEMS. 

We consider the direct attack approach in which we apply the perturbation method directly on the partial differential 

equation. Moreover, the linear mode shapes and the particular solutions pertaining to the MTS procedure have spatial 

distribution that depends on the electrostatic voltage. For this case, the two-to-one internal resonance in MEMS arch 

resonator [307], Fig. 16, is illustrated as an example where the nondimensional equation of motion of the MEMS 

resonator is given by 

( )

1 22 22 4 2
0 0

1 2 22 4 2 2
0 0

( cos( ))
2

1
DC AC

w d ww w w w w dw V V t
c N dx

t x t x x dxx dx w w
 

         + 
+ + = + + + +            − −     

  (19) 

subjected to the boundary conditions 

(0, ) (1, )

(0, ) (1, ) 0 0
t t

w w
w t w t and

x x

 
= = = =

 
   (20) 

where w is the transverse deflection, x  is the position along the arch, t is the time, N is the axial force (can be tuned 

from electrothermal actuation), 0w is the initial deflection of the arch, and the coefficients in Eq. (19) are defined by 

2 4 42

1 22 3 3

6ˆ ˆˆ6 ; ; ;  ;
d l ll

N N c c T
EI EITh Eh d

 = = = =  =   (21) 

where d is the gap, h  is beam thickness, l is the beam length, E modulus of elasticity, I  is area moment of inertia, 

 is the die electric constant, and T  is the nondimensional period. Depending on the magnitude of excitation, the 

influence of the 
AC

V forcing term on the static and dynamic parts is analyzed by expanding the electrostatic term and 

considering 

2 21

2EffDC DC ACV V V= + and ( ) ( )21
( ) 2 cos cos 2

2AC DC AC
V t V V t V t=  +   (22) 

Then, the static deflection ( )sw x  of the device due to the applied electrostatic load is written as 

( )

214 2 2 2

1 2 24 2 2 2
0

2
1

EffDCs s s sa s s sa

s sa

Vd w d w d w d w dw dw dw
N dx

dx dx dx dx dx dx dx w w
 

      − = + + +       − −     
  (23) 
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where saw is the static deflection due to the initial rise and the applied axial load. The static equation can be solved 

by either the shooting method [306] or via Galerkin method utilizing beam mode shapes [34].  The linear eigenvalue 

problem under the influence of the electrostatic load is written as  

( )

21 122 4 2 2

1 1 22 4 2 2 2
0 0

3
22

1

EffDCs s s

s

Vd w dw ww w w w w
N dx dx

t x x
w

dx x dx x x w
  

            + − = + + +                −   
   (24) 

We solve Eq. (24) using the Galerkin procedure in [34] to obtain the mode shapes and frequencies of the resonator. 

Then, we perturb Eq. (19) around the equilibrium configuration and expand the electrostatic term in Taylor series, 

which yield 
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 (25) 

where HOT denotes higher order terms. In this case, we observe that both terms ( )cos t and ( )cos 2 t directly excite 

the modes participating in the two-to-one internal resonance. Therefore, we scale the forcing terms at the quadratic 

level along with damping and we consider the solution in multiple time scales expanded up to third orders as 

3

0 1 2
1

( , ; ) ( , , , )j

j

j

w x t w x T T T 
=

=  (26) 

Substituting the expansion of Eq. (26) into Eq. (25) yields 
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We notice in the equation the participation of both forcing terms in the second and third orders indicating the 

importance of these terms. Furthermore, the MTS procedure is followed taking into consideration two aspects: First, 

the self-adjoint mode shapes of the linear part in Eq. (26) have to be solved and verified to obtain the solvability 

conditions. Second, the particular solution shall have correction terms for the method of reconstitution [312] to for the 

treatment of the 
2

1 1D w term in the third order. Then, the full solution is expressed as 
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where ( )i x are the mode shapes and ( )i x are the particular solutions.  

 

                            (a)                        (b) 

Fig.17. Frequency response curves for various loading cases. (a) 40
DC

V =  0.5
AC

V = . (b) 15
DC

V =  35
AC

V =  Multiple (ــــ) .

time scales stable solution. (----) Multiple time scales unstable solution. (  ) Solution obtained by solving the system using 4 modes 

via Galerkin method. (  ) Experimental results. H denotes Hopf bifurcation. 
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Figure 17  demonstrates some results as compared to numerical (a) and experimental data (b) [307] showing good 

agreement. One can see that the solution is able to capture the saddle-node jumps associated with the internal resonance 

interaction and the Hopf bifurcation of the response as noted in Fig. 17b. 

One of the shortcoming of the procedure discussed is the fact that there is a need to determine the important terms 

resulting from the MTS procedure depending on the applied voltage. Another limitation is observed at higher voltage 

because the procedure presented account only for three terms up to cubic nonlinearity while MEMS, in general, can 

have higher order nonlinearities.  

6. Conclusions 

MEMS and NEMS possess rich linear and nonlinear dynamical behavior that can be avoided if undesired or exploited 

for various potential applications. Understanding the dynamical behavior of M/NEMS is crucial for the safe 

implementation of these structures in different technologies. Exploiting several dynamical approaches, such as the 

higher order modes, the bifurcation instabilities, and the multimode excitation for sensing application has been 

reviewed in this paper. Further, the linear and the nonlinear energy transfer among different modes of M/NEMS 

structures, single and coupled M/NEMS structures, has been reviewed. The focus on linear coupling part was mainly 

on the veering and mode localization phenomena while the nonlinear coupling was mainly reviewed through internal 

resonance. We ended up by reviewing different works utilizing the multiple scales technique to model the dynamical 

behavior as experiencing primary, secondary, and internal resonances. To conclude, MEMS and NEMS resonators 

and devices are rich in interesting and intriguing dynamical phenomena that can provide valuable opportunities for 

fundamental and applied research. Understanding the rich and complex dynamical behavior of MEMES and NEMS 

can open different pathways to implement these systems into wide spectrum of revolutionary applications and 

technologies.      
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